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So here is the problem with Feeders and Businesses and their never ending media Campaigns of 

destruction; when you refuse to do evil, violent social and Political gangs in their service, they always 

love to make out that your prime consideration is to be famous and hence that is where to attack in 

order to grab it and then give it to somebody else and when you have adapted, it means you have got 

power and want to try and find out which power is greatest, for which they attack and destroy your job 

and academic work, in order to make you live difficult, so they can extract these powers and use it to get 

rich as per they are the ones who have money. 

When you refuse to choose a side with racist black people and racist white people, then you must be 

turned into a laughing stock, to wean you off the desire for attention; so when they have come to the 

deduction, for example in the UK,  that a Poll shows half the country would prefer fascist groups as long 

as they avoided violence and Fascists imagery, I too remember that I love to do their none violence for 

them ,so that I can rule them seriously with it-long before media racist insults have actually had an 

effect, let alone setting out the idea  am unworthy to lead them because I am inferior; which was a 

situation they created out of my job, leaving the job and leading people that is (until it goes badly 

wrong) as if we are all not just stupid but I for my part am the kind that allows them to get out of hand 

until they get to the point where if they challenge me I can do little or nothing about them, thus have 

been playing around with their media based racism over the years like they think I have, which then 

means they have good cause to go for far right groups; which does nothing to change anything about 

how they insult leaders and how doing such things have consequences, how their politicians make those 

consequences ineffective while seeking revenge for them as well and how it means the rules with 

respect to how they secure their own respects are completely discarded, how it then means open 

government and how that has no effect whatsoever -except their desire to move into people’s right, as 

though those whose right they want to move into in order to punish them are their mates or people 

they can overcome  and that when they do they suffer it as were-as long as they can have revenge 

whenever they suffer it continue to insult me and talk nonsense. 

The part that is their undoing currently is insulting me with the notion I am the Prince who moves left; 

which is actual fact is something I do because they are like a moderate Mafia:- the middle classes that 

have made some money and therefore are already having credence of a King- always creating some 

hierarchy between them and somebody somewhere, so that they can make sure another person with a 

good future has given up their homes to them before they can have it, especially the black ones that 

peek into peoples lives, boast about it and have plans publicly , hence are always locating people whose 

feeling of home they want to confiscate or have got a good looking future.  

When I make sure the middle classes have no home because of these things, they always realise fame 

and fortune is their forte and this is what I move left to confiscate, not become the Prince that moves 

left because they were powerful enough to make him; besides which, there are other reasons I will 

explain further down   So I confiscate the fame so they can get stuck in, in the civil service where nothing 

they say ever makes sense. 



The biggest problem in the circumstances of course is big business who are the ones that hold people 

down for them until such are pushed into violent gangs so they can have products to boast about for 

their wickedness, looking for customers, who hold me down to serve feeders in order to have media 

powers on their side, looking for somebody they can sacrifice and their problem is that they have 

sacrificed such a person i.e. me but have the one that does not make sense but will not leave it at that 

thus are out to make sense of it, so they can sacrifice the me. 

Hence they are so stupid that when they grab peoples equities and add it to their business, they get off 

publicly acknowledging the person to the effect that they have it lest the person is able to move on 

because if they don’t he will drive them mad as they have already rejected the alternative of giving up 

trying to abuse him to get rich. For my part, all I want is for those securities to pay off as they can see, 

whether or not I have their companies as leverage; besides which the fact I do, does not mean it is in 

danger because when I decide it is, I will let them know anyway. In the same way they need to get off 

my books whether or not they are deploying my equities to please customers I should be selling my 

books to. 

I am not the one that is a danger to peoples’ companies here, they are the ones who grab my equities 

and give them to customers in order to sell them things, now realising I should be selling them books too 

and such actions do nothing to attack them, decide to get involved with advertisement goons and media 

scum to attack my prospects and attack and destroy all of it because they have a reputation for being 

greedy and because they cannot stay by themselves. I for my part have given them my own time to clear 

that space:-ten years of it in f act and intend to use means necessary to clear it. 

I t is all supposed to be middle classes and their witchcraft shrine for wealth, whom I am always trying to 

please (according to them), so they can sit around my income getting unpredictable. If I had no 

administrative powers they would have no access to my securities obviously anyway and now I am 

Prince, they can own my holdings of Publicly declared Equity and tell me that they have it. I on the other 

hand just want to sell my books and make my holdings pay off as it were. Hence I have taken time out to 

set out where their companies are and customers for my books are all over my websites and each time, 

all it does is end up leading to TV spin and lack of communication, as they step up attacking my 

customers and selling something else with my market. So I will have to use it for destruction before that 

stops.  

When they speak of voting far right groups who abstain from fascist imagery and violence, to me all it 

means is that they have suddenly discovered they don’t like to kill people, otherwise I just love to grab 

and sell that rubbish, so when they want to kill, they can have their fill of it, since no body will kill them 

as well obviously-except it is supposed to be their one up act before they actually get to kill those they 

have already gained one up against, in which case I don’t see why I should not be selling it anyway, 

besides which if I were to do another job, they will be earning my money while hoarding all that one up 

stuff for power, at my expense as well and with my income, like they can give to the frugal.  

It’s always either they do those things because they feel I have invaded their country by living here or do 

them because they consider themselves to be the majority population here-not the stupid arguments 



they bring up and will according to them, win fights here with a big mouth. Its like that neighbour of 

mine that loves to fight my family and time and again it ends up in the Police station, he makes up lies 

and makes a lot of fuss and nothing happens each time, which has become a habit to him that he enjoys 

so much for his part. So once we had returned from the Police station he starts again. And soon he is 

doing my career and my income making up excuses as well; what would anybody do in my place? 

They are completely in love with the idea I owe them; the big businesses especially. I don’t: they are just 

so stupid when they grab peoples equity and he plays them up, they declare that they have it and there 

is nothing he can do, so he can write books and get paid by it, just because they would never choose the 

easier option of refusing to make money hurting him and earning his income to feel good with his 

suffering and their wives will never resist bullying and hitting him to make them happy. 

They are so confident about how much the Crown needs to offer a sacrifice to them to distract them 

from the Crown Jewels, so that they do not desire it in order to use it to build up histories by which they 

can attract customers to get rich and because they can see what the future is, have decided what this 

sacrifice is to be already and have gone about grabbing it anyway because they know the Crown is in a 

difficult situation with a big mouth, until it goes badly wrong. 

So I have their companies as well for my part-as the sacrifice they had chosen and taken without being 

given because according to the future the Crown is stuck and has no choice. I don’t owe them anything, I 

just own the liabilities of sterling and they trade with this currency. If they ruin mine, I will ruin theirs, if 

they insolent me, they get bullied for if they take their pain out on me when they do, with media and 

adverts, they loose home, if they attack my books, they loose fame industry, if they work in the civil 

service, they make no sense; if they vote Nazi groups, I personally would like to discuss quality of life 

with those. 

How do I tell people the securities I have placed in their companies is mine and that if they broke it and 

more so without my permission or exchange it, they will have to pay me for doing so? It was the matter 

of economic crisis and blackmailing the UK with its high taxes, as if they get services like these else 

whether, which of course is where the process of grabbing it to go where taxes are low, as their con 

idiots have advised them and I am a walk over, to do business came about, of which if they did was still 

the question of what becomes of the owner of those securities i.e. me. 

So now they want me to get stuck in the UK, while they get round the world getting rich with my empire 

and their kids rich and famous with my fame, telling media goons I attack them first, after which I prove 

myself to be powerful, hence the actions they take and I too will crush businesses and fame industry so 

that I can built that big church that they claim is all I can do because I am a Christian for them to get into 

and pervade how they like, to make that happen of which the add-on to their responsibilities and jobs 

from me, which I learnt to do from them will never stop. 

In terms of State; they are not Politicians or diplomats or government dignitaries and in terms of Church 

they are very immoral people-I cannot make out how my books concerned them or indeed my income. 

Except these things mean they are systematically starving me; until it gets horribly wrong that is-in any 



case of which is the other fighting benefit to selling those things they do and to do so for a living, so I can 

buy weapons with the money if I want to.  

The real issue here has always been the matter of the Christian and the Evil people; the rest are just 

provocations and audacities and the consequences which follow them. They really like the economy and 

jobs issue and I just get to the part where every thing which makes the arguments necessary is an 

enemy.  Its like when I reduce their millions and they still have millions left because they are always 

having it and making it without being able to account for it, so they can talk rubbish about ownership of 

country (you see if I reduce some of their millions it can be a temporary thing just to warn them and tell 

them to get off me but it is always met with insults and then accusations by which they expect to win a 

fight) and I have to find a way to shut them up and hope they read me when I tell them I want them off 

my income. 

Not ask me stupid questions about how I am going to do anything about it, when they know if others 

achieve much and their aesthetics are pushed into a playing for gangs then it is possible that gangs will 

not rewrite history; they on the other hand cannot account for it, so they should better be getting 

prepared to have homosexual sex in order to loo like they have wisdom and can deploy positions of 

disposability. It is all the usual stuff and I will crush their businesses and fame industries so that I can 

build that Church they will get into and pervade to make market. Like they claim I am the provocateur all 

the time where s they are the ones who extract bits of my life and use it to exasperate me on the media, 

so that when I live among them, my life will be mixed with theirs and there will be a fight between the 

Christian and the evils by which people get rich and provide themselves with protection and this is why I 

want to get rid of all of it and build that Church they will get into and pervade;-after all, they will win 

someday as I am getting younger and more stupid and their financial condition for having jobs first as if 

they are not twice my age already and seeking to sustain such nonsense, by making sure their kids are 

richer than me with the abuse of the advantage of being older than me is getting better. 

This started with a process where by the Christian who is a Prince hence his Christianity has given him all 

he ever desired in life and so wants nothing more, built himself fortune that others turned into the 

latest trend, which meant that they needed to become Christians to have this latest trend but at the 

same time make sure the person who actually owns it does not and their parents who work these things 

want to use government position and all worth not to create a process where God respects people, 

hence build me up there for no reason and bring it all crashing down in order to show what happens 

when people mess with those who have all the money in the world; the result was tyrants using my life 

like a mask to get into government until they are rich and powerful enough to show their true colours; 

hence the accusations I have to face today of being responsible for going to great lengths to pulverise 

peoples lives-which I do. 

In terms of State work I will never do well with intrusion from them, in terms of Church work I will never 

do well with intrusion from those who work in the same field as I do, let alone them –so the prognosis 

by which I am going to destroy all of it, so that I can build that big Church that they claim Christians do 

so people can get into it and pervade it to get rich etc. I know their confidence is that the evils of society 

will have revenge but I already know that, I am a Christian after all, it is not at all surprising. 



My personal condition boils down to an inability to have friends because of them and the reason for this 

is that whenever they feel like being rich and famous, considering the fact they are always messing up 

their lives accusing people and making a painful exchange, they always have this sense there is every 

possibility they can be anything they want to be because people are not using the correct parameters to 

be famous with, they are using me and my books, which they hate as well because it is all about State 

and Christianity-using it to do their own all the time like an evil wife which is what they want to be-now 

big business have taken that over too after giving it all the muscles it needs as well. So we have a 

comprehensive war between the Christian and evil people, which they expect me to mock about with, 

until they get rich enough at my expense to make their blasphemies Politically powerful bearing in mind 

that they were the ones who broke the rules on the freedoms of speech and expression, which they now 

accuse me of stifling  being twitchy when each time they have the right to say what they like say them in 

the first place, hence their insolence become blasphemies all the time, which is no longer a matter of 

opinion, hence no longer a matter of free speech, especially so because they are trying to cleanse the 

Christian of that his stupid faith which makes no sense and then use it to do business and get rich with 

his income, claiming their evils have made them rich, then keep him fro doing so from his own work as 

well. So what does it actually matter contrary to their popular mode of attention seeking, whom I claim 

to be friends with; I mean they are always going to find ways of making out I claim to be friends with 

people that are richer than them, which must call for attacks and bullying on their part, which will count 

as insolent and result in retaliations from my people and counter retaliations from them and on and on 

and on like that; so what does it actually matter whom I claim to make friends with? 

The idea I am an attention seeker and when I am ignored tend to loose my effect is absolute nonsense ; I 

am not an attention seeker it a matter of the fact that when black people are racist and white people 

are racist, the feeders must make you fight and in order to do so, must force you to join a side and when 

you tell them all to get lost, they start the attention seeker thing and move onto attacking you at the 

fame industry, which is how I got to decide the middle class will have no home, so they can be the mafia 

they want to be properly and currently built a  writing career from that. That particular issue had long 

been settled. So when blacks are racist and whites are racist and you tell both to get lost because you 

are not serving feeders it is the big businesses that move in. Hence I had stated before, I have given 

them time to clear the space; the fame industry for their part really like their Con men as it were-so they 

are always made up of mafia type celebrity culture scum, back stage media idiots who may be celebrity 

culture scum or not that are also goons who work for Politicians to make their wealth what they dream 

of it now that they are in power, for the purpose of dreams those have about how their wealth should 

look and ideas they have about those who can make it look that way and then the others who lie all the 

time and use spiritual powers to get rich hurting people and grabbing their income. So I had decided I 

need to completely ruin it, so I might be that Christian who knows nothing but how to build a big church 

people can get in and pervade to make market work, since the warning  that a  free market has always 

existed around here did not go down well and the reason for that is that they are busy making sure the 

entire market works against certain chosen targets; therefore if it does not happen by the forces of 

demand and supply, I will make it happen myself and when I do and they make up tricks and lies by 

which they have my life because they have ruined theirs, then all the rules have disappeared and there 

is nothing stopping me from attacking peoples fame and fortune and the entire culture and industry just 



because I am a Christian and a Prince. They just don’t want to use the correct parameters to be rich and 

famous and leave my books and my market and my empire and my income and it will end very badly. As 

for big businesses; they ask what I can do about it, whereas as I am aware; if all those years they have 

spent being rich was handed to gangs like they have done to me as well, history will not be rewritten 

with it; I do hope they have it on record that they said it because I don’t have to worry about the 

economy anymore now. Of course spying on me and making fuss about what has been recently 

discovered for the purpose of making advertisements, getting attention for products has not abated in 

the slightest, so nothing can change or move on in my life because they are around and want to be 

richer than they already are and also have insolent wives, not to mention health damaging effects of 

how community idiots react to it each time they do. 

So yes they claim there was the matter of the action I took to make peoples evil cultures famous, which I 

did alright as a matter of what happens when they want to be able to do anything and be anything and 

have anything, hence move into my right and when I stop them physically, have it as a perception on the 

media instead, where they can issue threats at me until they are confident enough to threaten me 

physically whenever they do, hence begin to play that stupid game of taking things from the heart 

depending on how long they have had to wait for it and so on which is a function also of their strange 

relationship with money; it is what I needed to do in order to recreate that limit to them being whatever 

they want to be for it is always built out of making new democracies from other peoples personal lives 

because of which,  one moment you feel the markets look a certain way and the next they have done it 

and gone off to sell things to those who likes it when they buy things in a condition where others are 

being abused and people are in pain, hence it has become impossible to know what to do anymore and 

so feel like taking the money off them; speaking of which with their insolence as a matter of time will 

take out all the rules soon enough, not witchcraft violence that never stops taking over and usurping the 

life of a Prince in the world, by which all I have will be as they put it ‘deep shit’ because they are the 

worlds worst envy freaks which tends to impress those that are more important than they are. 

So yes, just like big business take over, they talk about the things my women do to them which I don’t 

understand why anyway; since they already know that each time they have sex with me it is 

fundamentally destructive to me; the community relations, the neighbourhoods and the things those do 

when its all going on and how they feel on the media not to mention the things they tell them to follow 

it on with when they are finished and the power they feel over me each time that happens; before they 

get on Television and Advert industries and Politics to use my filial responsibilities to earn a living. I 

mean the result is always pain in the heart, being weak at the heart etc, what else? I personally do not 

for one moment suppose it ever gets to deter them anyway, doing those things at me and with my 

income and property as it were as well. As I mentioned, it is about cleansing the Christian of that faith 

that is completely stupid and makes no sense, to use it for getting rich and to make markets and when 

they insult me, suffer for it and then take revenge on me for it and it goes on and on like that. 

The other big matter is that of what I mean by Film Equities specifically; to which there is only one 

answer, which is that we should not be sitting in public discussing equities and securities but when idiots 

start a fight they always go to great lengths to make sure they have one;- it progresses all the time from 

corruptions of involvement and the punishing of those who refuse to let them into to be part of 



something special and to have sex they want, onto something really serious and I will destroy everything 

that makes them so tickly before they get anywhere near there, have rubbish put on my head with 

strange powers from insolent community idiots for it and attack those as well when finished. On the 

matter of film equities too is the fact I am not an ugly person and it is not everybody that has the will 

power to resist something that could attack their marriage, which is not my fault because every 

scumbag around here just wants to have sex like me these days, which in the end they use as a means of 

attacking my securities which they also claim turns people on. I mean a typical contrast: I have to worry 

about things such as, that a Diplomat will tells me that if I do not give them my securities when they are 

having a diner to discuss matters of life and death, war and peace, then there is some deep corruption 

going on there, as I must then have been giving it to some violent gang or criminal, aside from the 

trouble media idiots have caused me in the last decade because of this, even to the point of telling 

Hollywood celebrities they are me in order to have sex with them to get them jobs, with a process of 

torturing me and extracting my energies to deceive people with, somebody will buy a car and claim it 

turns him on, hence gets millions making porn because of the car-after which it becomes a matter of 

who I claim I am friends with, which actually does not matter anyway except that it will because they 

have access to my books and doing so will really tick me off. 

Just like they claim they do it because of the way I do things which indicates that I am not pleasing them 

enough when I cannot even remember when I do so anyway and the reason being I am not pleasing 

them even when  I have attacked their enemies and of course it is the same old story; the first issue is 

that I drive 200 miles an Hour to the South of England to attend a meeting where matters of life and 

death, war and peace was discussed and before long while there, got another file which requires me to 

drive at the same speed to the north east of Scotland so attend another such meeting, which make their 

Politicians great as they make a sub culture out of it because just because I know how to handle myself 

in society-which is how an education and a career for me through intensive distraction of their insolent 

wives disappears into thin air and their Politicians rob me of my tolerance so my revenge might never 

have an effect, then feign ignorance . Then there is also the fact that after all those fights for peoples 

freedoms and civil rights I need to show the bad people that I did a profitable thing at the end, by 

earning which is something they take away and begin to think I will become some stupid war lord as if 

they are my class or exist in my life and begin to work out the evils that what I have done should be used 

for, while telling people they know what the purpose of what I have done is and yet if I am remembering 

correctly, the part they got involved with was just the bit where you can handle yourself in society which 

is a very miniscule part of my work which has now been blown out of proportion and this is the kind of 

corruptions they dish out, then realise they don’t like the way I get things done and it is the reason I am 

doing badly on the finances with their big mouth which I am certain will carry on till it gets horribly 

wrong. 

The older ones I know are con men and feeders, the younger ones are  their children and they like the 

idea of somebody that has lots of inspiration having it stuffed back into of them, so they can feel like 

exploding, not to mention being exposed to the worst of their cultures; do it to find slaves for their 

parents and to be famous, for which the only way the riches and fame work is if they grab mine in the 

real world which is all the media does, while I have t show bad people the things I do are profitable in 



order to govern, as they work hard to find their parents slaves while they serve the whims of Politicians 

and of course need somebody clever and successful for it; they are always too lucky to make themselves 

meaningful friends and I am not saying I am innocent in all these anyway as there is always something 

about their temperament getting everywhere and the fact if I mix with theirs they are not responsible 

for the things they get up to but the fact that mix exists was their doing, not to mention insolences of 

their stupid women who want to rid me of innocence that makes them feel like they have just had a 

baby etc which breeds a festering evil that never rests at me and of course keeping it mixed is 

continuing which means there are no more rules:-like the way you do things are your greatest financial 

problem-fuck them. 

They claim I make hard work out of my Royal Estate and hence called them into my life, which I didn’t; 

its just that I cannot afford to get lazy about just because I got involved with a Queen, otherwise I get to 

that point where I do things and cannot move on from them and when I linger bring about bad company 

and violence, which if people must know, whether or not I actually avoid it does not mean socialist scum 

will not create it into my life by force and expect Politics to come through for them to escape with doing 

so, in order to have a privilege of injustice. Then I will have to criticise the evil girls, which when I take 

precautions means they get more interested in me. It does not mean I am a coward, just something I 

have to bear in mind:-even now, there is still the fact the “when you have attacked my enemy, you must 

flatter me or else” insolent television based feeders children stuff going on and followed with I have my 

hands on your books nonsense as it were. For me “you are supposed to do things in a proper and 

comprehensive way” with that big mouth will continue until they loose it one day. I know their excuse is 

that I like to order people around; like tell them to ‘carry on’, which I would have agreed to doing as it 

means lots of power but I actually don’t, hence it is not the truth unfortunately-what I do is a lot worse. 

The truth is that I give people a fill of their wickedness when they measure that cup of death and find 

people whose life they want to spice up, whose blood they want to make potent enough for violence, 

change, wealth making and glory and when I spice up their own blood before they go public, so they can 

jump on television and try to save their own lives and I can start hunting them and they talk even more 

nonsense that will wind me up, serving Politicians and climbing the ropes, I clip the fame as well. I am 

not the most evilest goon there is, no, that was their invention:-they thought if they made me the most 

evilest goon ever and then beat me up since they consider they have people that are bigger than me 

among them, it will kill off every myth which suggest they are losers and I just got into an expedition to 

find out which kind of world that was possible; the rest is just the process by which they go on and on 

about it to make the cost so much more expensive which is what I want to settle in on managing. 

There are no more rules with respect to culture society and Politics here; they have broken them all. For 

my part the only crime I have committed is that I had these people who spoke about being trapped in 

fascist stuff etc and the fact they have hid themselves n culture but it is so intense that if they did 

anything useful with their lives, the situation will get worse, especially the ones who were by black 

people because black people want to get my attention and force me to make my life available for fame 

and fortune and various other fights glories and wealth. So I permitted them to use my securities to 

make a living provided they leave the PR for me, which they always did until these idiots barged in and 

took over; for the purpose of doing so then getting into the habit of betraying me to make even more 



money, claiming I interfered with their side of society, which is utter nonsense because they targeted 

them the same way they did me because I am an introverted person whose existence stirs the desire to 

have slaves from inside of them, which would never have been a problem as it were, if they could pay 

for the slaves and since they cannot, it is not therefore the sort of nonsense I am prepared to take from 

them, all the way to money made at other peoples expense which means exactly the same thing. 

 


